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12 July 2016

Art installation at Railway Station, Old Station Yard, Station Road,
Corby, NN17 1UJ by Head of Culture and Leisure Services

Background
The One Corby Policy Committee (at its meeting in October 2014) gave authority for work to
be done to commission an art installation at Corby railway station. Following a competitive
exercise and consultation carried out by Culture and Leisure Services, a final art installation
was chosen. This is the subject of the report.
The structure is entirely funded from s106 developer monies.
Description
The purpose of the installation is to add additional environmental quality to the station
environment thereby adding to a positive traveller’s experience. This is in a way that is
inspired by local culture. The installation is illustrated in Appendix 1, where extracts from the
application supporting statement are also provided. It is to be located in line with a group of
trees near the entrance to the station building. It is a metal structure made with steel from the
Corby works.
At its highest point it will stand 4.9m from ground level and is on a circular base 2.9metres in
diameter. Its takes the form of a number of circular steel elements connected with finer steel
frets. It will be finished as a silver-grey colour (not coloured as suggested in the
drawings).The plinth will be a dark grey finish.
The main structure will be fabricated from mild steel plate with a small amount of circular
steel section and bar. Plates will be each be profiled to give sets of four faces for each
curved piece of the sculpture. These four pieces will then be fabricated into the given shapes
before finally assembled together to form sculpture.
The finished piece then has a heavy shot blast before the application of a thermal (liquid)
zinc. This gives a base protection equivalent to hot dip galvanising. The finish will be
reflective with a durable car paint type finish.
Site History.
The railway station was approved in 2007 (07/00387/dpa) and opened in 2008.
Policies
North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy 2008. This promoted the re-opening of
Corby Rail Station. Relevant policy references are:
13i: General Sustainable Development Principles – development can help to create a strong
sense of place by strengthening the townscape by the use of public art.
Consultation
Crime Prevention Advisor – No objection
Advertisement/Representations
Site Notice: 2 notices placed at the Station on 19 May 2016
Public Notice: None
Nos 9-19 (odds), Bus Depot, Home & Communities Agency- No replies.
Neighbour notifications: none received
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Report
The main issues raised by the proposal are:


the suitability of the location having regard to the convenience of station users, and



its impact on the quality of this public space.

The original brief for the artwork recognised that the Station would benefit from an
arts installation to create a better sense of place. The Station area generally provided a
logical area given the high visual impact of this public transport location. The precise location
(in line with present trees) was chosen to avoid interruption to principal pedestrian flows and
to allow for a convenient and safe meeting point. The alternative of using the adjacent island
location was discounted given possible hazard from pedestrians crossing station circulation
roads. The present location is both safe and convenient. It will become a logical meeting
point for station users.
Its impact on the wider area will be positive as it will introduce an additional and new
contemporary feel to the area. Its appearance and cultural meaning may add a new element
to the understanding of Corby’s heritage. The artist has provided an unusual interpretation of
local cultural influences. As explained fully in Appendix 1, the inspiration for installation was
as follows (in summary):







The working method of producing steel has been a significant influence on the
development. The fluidity and malleability of white hot metal has prompted the idea of
flowing movement.
The use of tensioning wires also alludes to musical instruments and the prominence
that music has played within the various communities of Corby.
Part of the artwork designs relate to the construction techniques used in the
manufacture of the ‘Great Jib’, where wire ropes were used to take equal shares of
holding a Jib in the air. The use of ‘tensioning ropes’ in the sculptures relates to this
procedure of industrial construction of heavy machinery.
The use of steel captures the modern environment of the railway station, finished in
silver grey finish that reflects present station buildings.

Overall the installation will assist in developing public satisfaction with the area as a place to
live, and will help to create distinction, character and identity.
Recommendation:
Approve subject to conditions
1.The development hereby permitted shall be commenced no later than three years from the
date of this permission.
Reason: To comply with Section 91 (as amended) of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990.
2.The development shall be carried out in accordance with the following drawings and
supporting documents:
a. Location plan
b. Location plan based on aerial photograph
c. Further location plan
d. Drawing GA1 by Simmonds Studio
e. Specification provide in the email dated 06May 2016
Reason: For clarity and to ensure implementation in accordance with the approved pans.
REASONS FOR APPROVAL: The proposal will help to create a strong sense of place at
the Railway station by strengthening the townscape though the use of public art
Officers to contact:
2
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Gordon Smith
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This shows apperance.
Final location will vary
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Planning Statement

st

One Corby Policy Committee was held on 21 October 2014 to agree the commissioning and location of the art installation
at Corby Rail Station.
Background Information
In 2009 permission was granted for a large warehouse development, now built at Mitchell Road. A planning legal
agreement secured S106 funding of £87,990 toward a public art installation from the owner of a building at Mitchell Road.
The S106 agreement requires the funding to be allocated as following for public art
‘Including but not limited to sculpture, decorative design features, gates and railings, murals’.
The outcome can therefore (but not be restricted to) fencing/sculpture/landscape/light/digital art/interchange
furniture/signage or fonts/film or photography.
The funder was informed work shall proceed to secure an art installation at the Rail Station. A steering group consisting of
Elected Members and Culture and Leisure staff was formed and agreed the documents for procurement. The tender for
the Corby railway public art specification was drawn up and publicised on Source Northamptonshire website with a
st
deadline of 1 June 2015.
All tenders received and decisions on the short- listing of artists were agreed by the steering group.
th

Five Candidates were shortlisted and Interviews took place on Monday 6 July 2015 at Corby East Midlands International
Pool, where the panel decided they would like to re interview 2 candidates as a later date. After re-interviewing a decision
was made to appoint John Atkin (ARTATK).
Once appointed John Atkin met with the steering group and presented a power point of visualisations (Appendix 1) and
also displayed 4 Maquette’s for the panel to see. The Panel chose 3 Maquette’s to be displayed for the community
consultation.
The materials for the sculpture was significant influenced by the steel history of the town; the design was inspired
following the artist meeting local community groups including Corby Heritage Forum, the poetry society and members of
the public.
The fluidity and malleability of white hot metal prompted the artist’s ideas of flowing movement as shown in his three
maquettes, further information from the artist can be found in (appendix 2)
Community Consultation
Officers of the council arranged the 3 chosen Maquettes to be displayed in the Corby Cube for a 1 week period and then
moving over to the Corby East Midlands International pool for a further 2 weeks allowing the Corby residents to have their
say on this new feature for the borough by voting for their favourite sculpture (Appendix 3). An online voting system was
also introduced. This was publicised through Corby Borough Council press office, web page, social media, local radio and
local press.
Over 700 votes were placed and counted and the community decided Sculpture 1 was to be the winner (Appendix 4).
Now that the sculpture has been selected John Atkin will finalise design with the fabricators and agree the steel to be used
for the sculpture. The sculpture itself will be constructed from either mild or stainless steel. This will be confirmed before
fabrication commences (Appendix 5). The sculpture will be supported by an elevated base that will also be constructed
from steel (Appendix 6).
The sculpture will be installed at Corby Railway Station on the site indicated by an X on the attached plan (Appendix 7).
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Appendix 2

Many aspects of my output over the past twenty years have been influenced by the History and heritage of the site destined for my landmark
sculptures. The culture of a Community is vital to the realisation of Public Art, and this is one significant difference between what can be seen in
the rarified environment of a gallery or museum, and a public space, which everyone uses on a daily basis.
Many people still feel that a gallery or museum space is not for them, despite the efforts of curators and museum directors to break down these
barriers to accessing culture. So the uses of public space have become an important way of integrating culture into a community and at the same
time reinforce the histories and ambitions of the populace.
The working method of producing steel has been a significant influence on the development of all three concepts ideas shown at the Cube. The
fluidity and malleability of white hot metal has prompted the idea of flowing movement, as shown here in these three maquettes.
Part of the artwork designs relate to the construction techniques used in the manufacture of the
Great Jib, where wire ropes were used to take equal shares of holding a Jib in the air. This method
was later surpassed by a rigid box section for the suspension member of the Great Jib, but the use
of tensioning ropes in my sculptures relate to this procedure of industrial construction of heavy
machinery.

The use of tensioning wires also alludes to musical instruments and the prominence that music has
played within the various communities of Corbyites. The eminence of music within the Corby
Community is varied and spans decades. It has been used to celebrate distinctiveness and has also written as a requiem to hopes dashed and
once great industries brought to an abrupt halt, such as “Steeltown” by the band, Big County 1984, formed originally in Scotland.
The use of tensioning wires also alludes to musical instruments and the prominence that music has played within the various communities of
Corbyites. The eminence of music within the Corby community is varied and spans decades. It has been used
to celebrate distinctiveness and has also written as a requiem to hopes dashed and once great industries brought to an abrupt halt, such as
“Steeltown” by the band, Big County 1984, formed originally in Scotland.
“Out of the yards and run dry dock
The call of the steel that would never stop
Here was a refuge for those who dared”
Corby also boasts a number of creative writers and in particular poets, who have used the heritage and culture of Corby as a cultural barometer
for their poetry. The technical structure of poetry with iambic pentameters, assonance, timbre and rhythm, are also a significant influence on the
formal language of all three sculptures.

“Now the town is so different
From when I arrived
I’ve learned of the steel
And how people survived
There’s the cube and the theatre
All the wildlife to see
I grew with the town
Now the town grows in me”

The Journey: Michael John Pike

D.H. Lawrence describes the “boom of the tingling strings” as his mother played the piano, mimicking the volume and resonance of the sound
(“boom”) as well as the fine, high-pitched vibration of the strings that produced it (“tingling strings”) and in the same way my sculptures explore the
visual onomatopoeia of molten steel being captured in a cascading rhythm of abstract form.
My intention is to fabricate the large-scale artwork in stainless steel in order to capture the modern environment two of the railway station, and to
use polished surfaces to reflect the movement of passengers and visitors to the station. I also want the sculpture to be a celebration of Corby’s
renewal over the many decades of rebuilding since the 1980’s, when its industry and identity were brought to an abrupt halt.
The railway is an important location for the sculpture because of notions of connectivity, but also because Corby can now boast a cultural iconic
gateway into the town that celebrates its present and future aspirations, with only a glance to its ironstone past that once made it a worldwide hub
for steel production.

Corby Town
She’s having a makeover that’s long overdue
Promised for years now but how the time flew
She’s suffered the comments that left her cold
‘Not much to look at, but a heart of gold!’
Pared back to foundations, back to the bones
Such transformation is making her groan
Armies of workmen they chisel away
Rebuilding her shape, a new piece each day
It’ll all be worth it, when she’s done
She can stand with the rest; take her place in the sun
Donna Vizma

Community Consultation Images
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Appendix 3

